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Who Are Trump Supporters?
The New Yorker magazine is hardly a
bastion of right-wing politics. Instead, it can
usually be found promoting causes
championed by liberals, left-wingers, and
elitists. Its veteran political writer went to
several Trump rallies to find out for himself
what motivates anyone to support the New
York City mogul.

Before reading the New Yorker article, I
received a report claiming that it provided
more than two dozen reasons why some
people like Donald Trump and want him for
president. But then I read the article and
found it to be anything but a pro-Trump
piece. It does mention a few reasons why
some Americans stand firmly in the Trump
camp. But a politically on-the-fence
American who reads it would likely be
driven away from supporting Trump. He
might end up voting for Trump’s opponent
or decide not to vote at all.

The report I received — not the article itself — stated that Trump supporters “have had it with” an array
of anti-Establishment politicians and policies. There’s nothing sensationally new about that. Its list of
reasons is impressive, and they smack of accuracy. It says “Trumpies” are rebelling against anyone
named Bush or Clinton, and against political correctness, illegal immigration, welfare waste and fraud,
ObamaCare, Federal Reserve money-printing schemes, Barack Obama’s golf, Holiday — not Christmas
— trees, global-warming nonsense, gun confiscation threats, cop killers, stagnant wages, boys in the
girls bathrooms, and more. My own survey assures me that all of that is a correct reading of any Trump
supporter.

However, George Saunders, who wrote the lengthy piece in New Yorker, can hardly be described as an
admirer of either Trump or the many Trump supporters he encountered and interviewed as he traveled
across the country. On the other hand, the writer of the report (no name was provided) went far
overboard in attributing any sort of pro-Trumpism to what Saunders provided.

With more than two months still remaining before Americans vote for the next president, plenty can
happen to sway the yet undecided, maybe even move some from one camp to the other. We hope all will
base their decision on facts, not on hit pieces or wild characterizations of any candidate.

The two articles mentioned above did agree in one main point. It is that most Americans are tired of
promises not being kept by Democrats or Republicans, of changes in the nation’s culture and moral
standards, of being given half-truths and lies when honesty remains the best policy, and of sensing that
the country is being changed — not for the better but for the betterment of an arrogant well-entrenched
few.

https://thenewamerican.com/trump-will-he-be-controlling-or-controlled/?utm_source=_pdf
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/07/11/george-saunders-goes-to-trump-rallies
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But another lesson reinforced from reading the magazine article and the ensuing report convinces me
that checking the original is far and away the wiser course. Relying on someone’s view of something
may take you far from what it really said.

 

John F. McManus is president emeritus of The John Birch Society. This column appeared originally at
the insideJBS blog and is reprinted here with permission.
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